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Abstract. Scaling methods for both single-phase and two-phase natural circulation systems have been presented.
For single-phase systems, simulation of the steady state flow can be achieved by preserving just one
nondimensional parameter. For uniform diameter two-phase systems also, it is possible to simulate the steady
state behaviour with just one non-dimensional parameter. Simulation of the stability behaviour requires
geometric similarity in addition to the similarity of the physical parameters appearing in the governing equations.
The scaling laws proposed have been tested with experimental data in case of single-phase natural circulation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Natural circulation is being increasingly employed in many innovative designs of nuclear
reactor cooling systems. The basic advantage of natural circulation systems is the enhanced
safety due to its passive nature. One of the basic requirements, which arise prior to the
incorporation of such systems in nuclear reactors, is the assessment of their performance.
Generally, in the nuclear field the assessment is carried out by validated computer codes.
Code validation is usually done with data obtained from scaled test facilities. The topic of the
present paper is the scaling laws used for constructing such scaled facilities for simulating
single and two-phase natural circulation. Such a scaled facility in nuclear parlance is also
known as an integral test facility (ITF).

Scaling laws make possible the comparison of the performance of different natural circulation
systems and to extrapolate the data from small scale to prototype systems. Scaling laws for
nuclear reactor systems are arrived at using the governing conservation equations. Pioneering
work in the field of scaling laws for nuclear reactor systems have been carried out by
Nahavandi et al. (1979), Zuber (1980) and Heisler (1982). The scaling law proposed by Zuber
is also known as the power-to-volume scaling philosophy and is widely used for the
construction of scaled test facilities simulating nuclear reactor systems. Power to volume
scaling can be applied to both forced and natural circulation systems. However, the power-to-
volume scaling philosophy has certain inherent distortions (especially in downsized
components), which can suppress certain natural circulation specific phenomena like the
instability (Nayak et al. (1998)). Hence it is necessary to examine the scaling laws which are
specific to natural circulation. In the present paper, the reported scaling laws for single- and
two-phase natural circulation loops are reviewed with respect to their use for predicting the
steady state and stability behaviour. Then scaling procedures for single and two-phase
systems are presented and tested against the available data on the steady state and stability
performance of natural circulation loops. This exercise has shown that the steady state
behaviour of single-phase loops can be simulated by a single dimensionless parameter. This is
also true for uniform diameter two-phase loops. The simulation of the stability behaviour
requires simulation of at least three dimensionless parameters in addition to geometric scaling.
For the stability behaviour, scaling of the characteristic equation (obtained by the linear
stability analysis method) appears to be the appropriate method for achieving similarity.
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2. REVIEW OF SCALING LAWS

Several scaling laws have already been proposed for the design of scaled loops simulating
natural circulation phenomenon. Such scaling laws are available for both single- and two-
phase natural circulation loops.

2.1. Single-phase natural circulation

Zuber (1980), Heisler (1982) and Ishii-Kataoka (1984) provide scaling laws for single-phase
natural circulation. All the three scaling laws are derived from the governing differential
equations. One of the problems associated with these scaling laws is that the number of
similarity groups are too many and they do not provide steady state or stability solutions in
terms of the proposed similarity groups. Therefore, testing of these scaling laws with the
available experimental data is rather difficult without the use of system codes. This arises due
to the fact that more than one scaling parameter is a function of the flow rate, which for a
natural circulation loop is not known apriori. To overcome this problem, Vijayan et al. (1992)
proposed a scaling procedure by which the steady state flow rate can be obtained as a function
of just one similarity group. This procedure has been extended recently to nonuniform
diameter loops (Vijayan (1999), see also section 3). They have also obtained the stability
solution in terms of the similarity groups.

2.2. Two-phase natural circulation

For two-phase natural circulation, scaling laws are provided by Ishii-Kataoka (1984) which is
widely applied. The PUMA facility simulating the SBWR has been designed based on this
philosophy. The power to volume scaling philosophy proposed by Zuber (1980) is also
applicable for two-phase systems. The integral test facility being set-up to simulate the
Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR) has been designed based on this philosophy. Prior
studies by Nayak et al. (1998) has shown that this philosophy is well-suited for pressure-tube-
type reactors where it is possible to use full-size components for most parts of the loop. It
requires 1:1 scaling for elevation, pressure, temperature and velocity with the same fluid used
in the prototype and the model. Such constraints do not exist for the scaling philosophy
proposed by Ishii and Kataoka.

3. PROPOSED SCALING LAWS FOR SINGLE-PHASE NATURAL CIRCULATION

Consider a simple nonuniform diameter natural circulation loop as shown in Fig. 1 with a
horizontal heat source at the bottom and a horizontal heat sink at the top. The heat sink is
maintained by providing cooling water to the secondary side of the cooler at a specified inlet
temperature of Ts. hi this analysis, the secondary side temperature is assumed to remain
constant. The heat flux at the heat source is maintained constant. Assuming the loop to be
filled with an incompressible fluid of constant properties except density (Boussinesq
approximation where density is assumed to vary as p=pr[l-p(T-Tr)]) with negligible heat
losses, axial conduction and viscous heating effects, the governing differential equations can
be written as
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dw
ds

= o

dt

(1)

(2)

Where F=ELi/Aj. It is also possible to absorb the local pressure loss coefficient, K; into an
equivalent length, Lei such that K;=fiLei/D;. With this correction, the momentum equation can
be written as:

rdW ^eff (3)

Similarly, the energy equation for the different sections
of the loop is given as:

DT + W 8T _ qhPh

dt p,.Ah ds AhprCp

dT W dT _ UPC(T~TS)
• + •

dt prAc ds
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FIG. 1. Schematic oj non-uniform diameter natural circulation loop.
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The above equations can be non-dimensionalised using the following substitutions.

0) = —; 6=J~\S ;S = — ;Z= — ;T = — ; at = ̂ anddi =^- (5)
Wj {ATh)ss H* H* t/ A,. Dr

Where tr, Ar and Dr are respectively the reference values of time, flow rate and hydraulic
diameter defined as

tr=-&-\Ar= — Y A,Lt = -L and Dr = — Y D,Lt (6)
"ss ht i=l ^t ^t i=l

It is easy to see that the reference time is nothing but the loop circulation time. Dr and Ar are
respectively the length average hydraulic diameter and flow area of the loop and the total
circulation length, Lt=ZLi. In case of negligible local pressure losses, Z(Leff)i becomes equal
to the total circulation length, Lt of the loop. The non-dimensional equations can be expressed
as:

' dx

dd co dd V,
— + — — = — heater (8a)
dr ahdS Vh

dd code _ PcLt

— + = -St -£—L 6 cooler (8b)
dr ac os Ac

de code n
^ + — ^ - = 0 pipes (8c)
dt ap os

Where y=ESi/ai, (leff)i=(Leff)i/Lt, Grm=Dr
3pr2pgATr/|i

2, and St=Nu/RessPr. Assuming fully
developed forced flow correlations are valid, the friction factor, £ can be expressed as

f- P - P<°~h fm
J U

Where p=64 and b=l for laminar flow and assuming Blassius correlation to be valid for
turbulent flow p and b are respectively 0.316 and 0.25. In a non-uniform diameter loop, it is
possible that some pipe sections are in turbulent flow (Re>4000) and some in laminar flow
(Re<2000) and still others in transition flow (2000<Re<4000). However, if we assume the
entire length of the loop to be under either laminar or turbulent flow conditions, then equation
(7) can be expressed as

v—=&S-SIUZ-±-J!»?l.S'(-!*—) -Qfe-faK-**«»" O0)

L N ( h )
Where NQ is a geometric parameter defined asNG = — '~^\ —1+f 2_h (11)

r *=1 V J i
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3.1. Steady state solution

The governing equations for the steady state condition are obtained by dropping the time
dependent terms. Also, by definition © (the non-dimensional flow rate) is unity at steady
state. Therefore, the steady state momentum and energy equations can be written as:

Ret J 2Re*s

= —- for heater ; = -St c * 8 for cooler and = 0 for pipes (13)
ah dS Vh a c d S Ac ap dS

The steady state solutions for the temperature of the various segments of the loop can be
obtained from Eq. (13) (see Vijayan (1999)). Using these steady state solutions, the integral in

equation (12) can be calculated as Q&dZ = 1, for the loop shown in Fig. 1. Hence, the steady

state flow rate can be expressed as

Re« =
2Gr 3-b

= C\^-\ (14)

Where C=(2/p)r and r = 1/(3-b). Thus, knowing the value of p and b the constants C and r in
equation (14) can be estimated. For laminar flow (where p=64, and b=l) equation (14) can be
rewritten as

= 0.1768Re . =0.1768 ^ I (15)

Similarly, assuming Blassius friction factor correlation (p=0.316 and b=0.25) to be valid for
turbulent flow we can obtain the following equation

- -,0.364

Re.. =1.96 —ss
(16)

In the transition region, one can expect a continuous change in the exponent of equation (14)
from 0.5 to 0.364 as well as for the constant from 0.1768 to 1.96. It may be noted that both
equations (15) and (16) are the exact solutions of equation (12) assuming the same friction
factor correlation to be applicable to the entire loop. For closed loops, often the same friction
factor correlation may not be applicable for the entire loop even if the loop is fully laminar or
fully turbulent. An example is a fully laminar loop with part of the loop having rectangular
cross section and remaining part having circular cross section. Hence, one has to keep in mind
the assumptions made in deriving the relationship (14) while applying it.

The relationship expressed by Eq. (14) is derived for a rectangular loop with both the heater
and cooler having the horizontal orientation. For other orientations also, it can be easily
shown that the same relationship holds good if the loop height in the definition of the Grm is
replaced with the centre-line elevation difference between the cooler and the heater, Az (see
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Vijayan et al. (2000)). The same is true for other loop geometries like the figure-of-eight loop
used in Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors (PHWRs). For the figure-of-eight loop, the heater
power used in the Grm is the total power of both heaters. The equations are also applicable for
identical parallel-channel or parallel-loops systems if the parallel channels/loops are replaced
by an equivalent path having the same hydraulic diameter and total flow area.

3.2. Stability behaviour

Equation (14) has shown that simulation of the steady state behaviour is possible by
simulating Grm/NG for any natural circulation loop. The transient and stability behaviour,
however, are described by equations (8) and (10). Substituting the steady state solution, the
transient momentum equation can be rewritten as

r
dco

~dr
-b IN?rG

•b (17)

From equations (17) and (8), it is obvious that the transient and stability behaviours are
governed by the physical parameters Grm, St and the geometric parameters of No, y, Vt/Vh,
PcLt/Ac and the area ratio a*. To reduce the number of independent parameters, it is customary
to combine St and PcLt I Ac into a single dimensionless parameter called Stm. Similarly, Grm

and NG can be combined as Grm /NQ " so that the transient and stability behaviour can be
expressed as

(18)

Further reduction in the number of independent parameters is possible for special cases. For
example, with a uniform diameter loop, (Vt IVh) = (Lt ILh\ a;=l and NG = Lt ID so that

CO\T) = —,Stm,ycmd-!-
{Lt/D)3/(3-b) "'" Lh

(19)

In addition to Lt/Lh other length scales also affect the stability behaviour. This can be
established by carrying out a linear stability analysis, hi this method, the loop flow rate and
temperature are perturbed as

co = ©ss + cose1" and 0 = 9SS + 0sem (20)

Where s is a small quantity, co and 6 are the amplitudes of the flow and temperature
disturbances respectively, and n is the growth rate of the perturbations. Substituting Eq. (20)
in equations (10) and (17), and using the continuity of temperature perturbation in various
segments as the boundary condition, the characteristic equation for the stability behaviour can
be derived. The characteristic equation for a uniform diameter loop with horizontal heat
source and sink can be expressed as Y(n)=0 (Vijayan and Austregesilo (1994)), where
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{ } (21)

where \|/(n,Stm) = -^-{l-exp(-nH/L t)} exp(-nSxH/Lt)
 9 h I 6 c and

nH ( co J

( { .
D

B = -^-exp(-nScH/L t) {l-exp(nLh /L t)}; C =
nL

p ( c t ) { p ( h t ) } ; C
nLh n

and D = exp{StmLc/L t}-exp(-n). Where St=Lt/H and Sx =sx/H. Sc, St and Sx are the
dimensionless distances from the origin (i.e. S=0 in Fig. 1) in anticlockwise direction. It is
obvious from equation (21) that, apart from the parameters listed in (19), the ratios of the
lengths are also required to be preserved to simulate the stability behaviour.

4. TWO-PHASE NATURAL CIRCULATION

Two-phase natural circulation is the normal mode of coolant circulation in many advanced
designs of BWRs. Typical examples are the simplified boiling water reactor (SBWR) and the
advanced heavy water reactor (AHWR). Two-phase natural circulation is also the predicted
mode of coolant circulation in most of the current designs of water cooled reactors during
small break LOCA. Hence two configurations of loops as shown in Fig 2, one with a heat
exchanger and another with a steam-water separator, are of interest to nuclear industry. For
the development of the scaling relationships, only uniform diameter loops with adiabatic
pipes operating without any inlet subcooling are considered here. The scaling laws for two-
phase natural circulation can be obtained from the conservation equations of mass,
momentum and energy applicable for homogeneous equilibrium flow.

(22)+ 0
dt A ds

d(ph) | 1 d{Wh) Aq

dt A ds D

H H

(23b)
dt A ds

d(ph) | ld(Wh)= 4U(Tsa,-Ts)| ld(Wh)= 4U(Tsa,Ts)
dt A ds D

1 dW 1 d(w2

A dt A2 ds ds y& 2DA2p
( 2 4 )
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FIG. 2a (left) Uniform diameter two phase loop with condenser.
FIG. 2b (right) Uniform diameter two phase long with separator.

For the loop with the steam separator, instead of Eq. (23c) a point model of mass and energy
equations is used, which assumes complete separation and thermal mixing in the separator.
The feed water flow rate is assumed to be controlled to match the steam production rate.
Integrating the momentum equation over the loop we get,

A tp

These equations are nondimensionalised using the following substitutions

W , * h-hr s „ z * p-Pr t
0) = ; h = - ; S=—; Z= —; p =———; t = —

Wss Ahss H H APss tr

(25)

(26)

Where tr=VtpiyWSs and Apss (always taken as positive) and Ahss are respectively the steady
state density and enthalpy differences across the heated section. The nondimensional
equations obtained are

dp | L,pL

dr HApss BS
(27)

. ;
Pr

Apsl
| HAps LhApS

heater (28a)

|
p r

|

L tpLcoah*
APss J dx HAPs

pipes (28b)
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I dh* LtpLco dh* St^L tpL

Apss I dx HApss dS DAps
cooler

.out

— + A

i = i l A f ( A p s s P i + p r ) J . Re?
NGco 2-b

Re*

(28c)

(29)

Whereof =

D

Ress(AhssuL)
and (30a)

(30b)

with (C|)LO)2=1 for single-phase region and 1; = Lj/Lt. In writing the above equation, the local
pressure losses were considered to be negligible.

4.1. Steady state flow

The steady state governing equations (all temporal derivatives = 0 and coss = 1) are

da

dS

dh*

= 0

dS L

H f , 4 dh* S 4 H
for heater; = — for cooler and

d D
dS D dS

= 0 for pipes

(31)

(32)

N > out

Re?
(33)

The LHS of the momentum equation becomes zero for the uniform diameter loop shown in
Fig. 2a. For non-uniform diameter loops with a tall riser (H in Fig. 2b) its value becomes
negligible compared to the friction pressure drop. Hence,

(34)4
Re2

For a loop with horizontal heater and cooler, it can be shown that the op*dZ — 1. Hence,

2Gr:

p N G J

2-b

or Ress = C (35)

Where C=(2/p)r and r=l/(2-b). For laminar flow (b=l, p=64), C=0.03125 and r=l and for
turbulent flow (b=0.25 and p=0.316), C=2.87 and r=0.5714. The same relationship can be
obtained for the loop with vertical heater and cooler if we use the elevation difference
between the thermal centres of the cooler and heater in place of the loop height in Grm. In
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case, the value of the LHS in equation (33) is significant, then an explicit equation for Ress

cannot be obtained. Instead, a polynomial in Ress can be obtained as

pNG pNG

/A s e p)2]pLv f gx e x (36)

Where xex is the heater exit quality. Since Xex-Q/Wsshfg without inlet subcooling, Eq. (36) can
be rewritten as

2 R e
ss

pNG pNc

PLvfgQD
(37)

For laminar flow, b=l, an explicit expression for Ress can be obtained. For turbulent flow,
Ress can be numerically calculated from the above polynomial.

It can be shown that the Apss used in the Grm can be estimated as aexpfg+ (pir Pin)- For no inlet
subcooling, the density at the inlet is PL, then Apss=aexpfg where aex is the void fraction at the
exit of the heater. If we use the homogeneous model for the evaluation of the heater exit void
fraction, then aeX=PL/[(pL-pG)+WSshfgpG/Q]. For the evaluation of the (<|>LO)2> several
homogeneous models are reported in the literature. If we use Owens (1961) model, then
(<t>Lo)2=PL/ptp=l/[l-aeX(l-pG/pL)]. Thus knowing the heater exit void fraction both Grm andNG
can be evaluated. Although the homogeneous flow assumption was used in the derivation of
Eq. (35), the difference in the velocities of the two-phases can be accounted by selecting
appropriate models for aex and (<)>LO)2-

5. TESTING OF SCALING LAWS

The scaling laws presented in section 3 are tested against experimental data for both steady
state and stability behaviour.

5.1. Steady state behaviour of single-phase natural circulation

The steady state scaling laws were tested with data obtained from simple low pressure and
high pressure loops. The data included both in-house experimental data and those compiled
from literature.

5.1.1. In-house data

For testing of the scaling laws, experiments were carried out in three uniform diameter
rectangular loops with horizontal heater and horizontal cooler (Vijayan et al. (1992)). These
loops (see Fig. 3) had the same length and height but different internal diameters. These
experiments helped to establish the adequacy of Grm/NG as the scaling parameter for the
steady state flow as the data from the three loops could be expressed in the form of Eq. (14)
with the same value of C and r. Subsequently, experiments were conducted to study the effect
of the orientation of the heater and the cooler as different types of nuclear reactors have
different orientations of the heat source (core) and the heat sink (steam generator). For
example, PHWRs have horizontal core and vertical steam generators, PWRs have vertical
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core and vertical steam generators and WWERs have vertical core and horizontal steam
generators. In view of this, the heater and cooler orientations studied included the horizontal
heater horizontal cooler (HHHC), horizontal heater vertical cooler (HHVC), Vertical heater
horizontal cooler (VHHC) and vertical heater vertical cooler (VHVC). Further details of the
experimental loop (see Fig. 4) and data generated can be obtained from Bade (2000) and
Vijayan et al. (2000). The steady state data collected for different orientations of the heater
and cooler are plotted without and with consideration of local pressure losses in Figs. 5a and b
respectively. The experimental data is observed to be very close to the theoretical correlations
for all orientations of the heater and cooler confirming the validity of the correlations (15) and
(16). Considering the local pressure losses improves the agreement with the theoretical
correlations (see Fig. 5b).

17 Cooler 17 Cooler Cooler Cooler

Cooler

17 80 17

FIG. 3. (left) Uniform diameter loops with different external diameters & identical lengths.
FIG. 4. (right) Experimental loop to study the effect of orientation.
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FIG. 6. Schematic diagram ofFISBE. FIG. 7. Comparison of FISBE data with the
theoretical correlation.

Subsequent to this, experiments were carried out in the high pressure nonuniform diameter
figure-of-eight loop FISBE (Facility for the Integral System Behaviour Experiments, see
Fig. 6), which simulates the Narora Atomic Power Station. Steady state data from FISBE are
compared with the present correlation in Fig. 7, which shows good agreement. It may be
noted that for these tests the loop was an all pipe loop with a tubular heater section, a single
U-tube steam generator and pumps replaced by pipe sections. Since the SG used only one U-
tube, more than 95% of the loop hydraulic resistance was due to this. Although the loop had
several elbows, bends, Tees and other fittings, these were mainly concentrated in the large
diameter pipe sections. Hence the contribution of the local pressure losses to the total
hydraulic resistance became negligible giving good agreement with the turbulent flow
correlation.

5.1.2. Comparison with literature data

Several experiments on single-phase natural circulation loops are reported in the literature.
The loops studied can be categorised as Uniform Diameter Loops (UDLs) and Nonuniform
Diameter Loops (NDLs).

5.1.2.1. Uniform diameter loops (UDLs)

The UDLs experimentally studied include both closed-loop and open-loop thermosyphons.
Considering the shape of the loop, the closed loops can be further classified into rectangular,
toroidal and figure-of-eight loops. Holman-Boggs (1960), Huang-Zelaya (1988), Misale et al.
(1991), Bernier-Baliga (1992), Vijayan et al. (1992), Ho et al. (1997) and Nishihara (1997)
obtained experimental natural circulation data in UDLs of rectangular shape. Uniform
diameter open-loops were investigated by Bau-Torrance (1981, 1981a) and Haware et al.
(1983).

Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the data with the theoretical correlations for laminar and
turbulent flow for uniform diameter loops. The experimental data reported by Misale et al.
(1991), Bernier-Baliga (1992) and Ho et al. (1997) are well predicted by the theoretical
correlation. Most of these data points are from laminar flow region where the total local loss
coefficient is negligible compared to Lt/D due to the large value of the friction factor. For the
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range 2 x 107<GrmD/Lt<3 x 108 significant deviation is observed between the data and the
correlation. Beyond GrmD/Lt of 3 x 108, the agreement is found to be better.

For all the steady state data reported in Fig. 8, it is assumed that 21eg=l. But for all practical
configurations of loops, local losses are present so that 21eff>l. Hence, the observed deviations
with the theoretical correlation may be attributed partly to the unaccounted local pressure
losses in these loops. To study its effect, the local pressure loss coefficients due to elbows,
bends, Tees, orifices, etc. given in Streeter and Wylie (1983) were used. The results are
shown in Fig. 9. The turbulent flow data is now closer to the theoretical correlation indicating
the significance of the local pressure losses at high Reynolds numbers where the friction
factor is very low. The laminar region data is practically unaffected. The data for the
transition region 2 x 107<Grm/NG<3 x 108 is now closer to the theoretical correlation, but the
deviation is still significant. This is the region where the correlation is not applicable as the
loop is neither fully laminar nor fully turbulent. Instead the loop is partly in the laminar region
and partly in either transition or turbulent regions.
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FIG. 8. Steady state natural circulation flow in FIG. 9. Steady state natural circulation flow
UDLs without considering local losses. in UDLs with local losses.

5.1.2.2. Nonuniform diameter loops (NDLs)

Most practical applications of natural circulation employ non-uniform diameter loops.
Common examples are the nuclear reactor loop, solar water heater, etc. Most test facilities
simulating nuclear reactor loops also use non-uniform diameter loops. Depending on the
operating pressure, the non-uniform diameter loops can be categorised as High pressure loops
and Low pressure loops. Most studies are conducted in the high-pressure test facilities
simulating nuclear reactor loops. Typical examples are the SEMISCALE, LOBI, PKL,
BETHSY, ROSA, RD-14, FISBE, etc. Some studies, however, are carried out in low-pressure
facilities. Examples are the experiments carried out by Zvirin et al. (1981), Jeuck et al. (1981),
Hallinan-Viskanta (1986), Vijayan (1988) and John et al. (1991). Most of the available
experimental data in a usable form (i.e. full geometrical details are known) are from the low-
pressure test facilities. High-pressure test data in a usable form was available only from
FISBE. The data from NDLs are plotted in Fig. 10, which shows reasonable agreement with
theoretical correlation in the laminar and the turbulent flow regions. Significant deviation is
observed for the intermediate values of Grm/NG where the flow is neither fully laminar nor
fully turbulent. Similar trend was observed in the case of UDLs. Interestingly, the parallel
channel data of John et al. (1991) and parallel loop data of Jeuck et al. (1981) are also found
to be in reasonable agreement with the theoretical correlation.
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FIG. 10. Steady state flow in NDLs without considering local losses.

5.2. Steady state behaviour of two-phase systems

For testing the scaling laws, a two-phase natural circulation loop as shown in Fig. 11 was
constructed. The loop was made of 50 mm NB (2" Sch 80) pipes except for the separator
which is 150 mm NB (6" Sch 120) pipe. The separated steam is condensed and the condensate
is returned to the separator. The vertical heater is direct electrically heated with a high current
source. The loop was extensively instrumented to measure temperature, pressure, differential
pressure, level and flow rate. Further details of the loop are available in Naveen et al. (2000).
Prior to the actual experiments, pressure drop across one pipe segment was measured under
forced flow conditions. This gave the following equation for the friction factor

f = 0.05042 /Re003768 (38)

Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the experimental data with equation (35). The p and b values
used for the solid line corresponded to the friction factor correlation given by Eq. (38). The
experimental flow rate, although shows similar trend as expected, is significantly lower for
our data, and is somewhat better for the data of Mendler (1961). This is attributed to the
approximate nature of Eq. (35). A better agreement can be expected if we use Eq. (36).
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FIG. 11. Experimental two-phase FIG. 12. Steady state flow in a two-phase natural
natural circulation loop. circulation loop.
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5.2. Stability behaviour

Experimental data on stability behaviour are few. Even with the available data, it is often not
possible to accurately estimate the parameters (see Eq. 21) affecting the stability behaviour.
This is often caused by the fact that the heat transfer coefficient U used in the Stm is flow
dependent, which makes it difficult to estimate it accurately. Due to this, the predicted
stability behaviour is compared for different loops to test the validity of the scaling laws used.
Figs. 13a and b show the predicted stability maps for laminar and turbulent flow respectively
for different loops having the same length scale ratios, but with different diameters. As
expected, the curves for all the loops merge giving a single curve for the stability behaviour.
A prediction was also made for the different orientations of the heater and cooler for the loop
shown in Fig. 4. The results are given in Fig. 14. As expected the results are found to be
different for the different orientations, as the length scales are different even though the total
circulation length and diameter are the same. This emphasises the fact that simulation of the
stability behaviour requires preservation of the length scales in addition to the physical
parameters of Stm, Grm and NQ. This is because the feedback effects are a strong function of
the residence time, which depends on the length scale.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Scaling laws for single and two-phase natural circulation systems have been presented. For
single-phase systems, the steady state behaviour can be simulated by preserving Grm/NG same
in the model and prototype. Uniform diameter two-phase systems can be simulated by
preserving Grm*/No defined by Eq. (30). Simulation of the stability behaviour of uniform
diameter loops requires preservation of the length scales in the model and prototype in
addition to the similarity parameters appearing in the nondimensional governing equations.

NOMENCLATURE

A
a
b
Cp
D
d
f
g
Grm

h
hfg

H
k
K
1
L
N
NG

Nu
P
P
Pr
q
Q
Re
s
S

Stm

t
T
ATr

U
V

Vfg

vtW
X

- flow area, m
- dimensionless flow area, A/Ar

- constant in equation (9)
- specific heat, J/kgK
- hydraulic diameter, m
- dimensionless hydraulic diameter
- Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
- gravitational acceleration, m/s2

- modified Grashof number
- enthalpy, J/kg
- latent heat, ho-hi,, J/kg
- loop height, m
- thermal conductivity, W/mK
- local pressure loss coefficient
- dimensionless length, L/Lt
- length, m
- total number of pipe segments
- dimensionless parameter defined

byEq.( l l )
- Nusselt number, UD/k
- constant in Eq. (9)
- perimeter, m
- Prandtl number, Cpja/k
- heat flux, W/m2

- total heat input rate, W
- Reynolds number, DW/A|u
- co-ordinate around the loop, m

- dimensionless co-ordinate around
the loop, s/Lt

- modified Stanton number
- time, s
- temperature, K
- reference temperature difference in

Grm defined as (QH/Ar^iCp)
- heat transfer coefficient, W/m2K
- specific volume, m3/kg
- vG-vL, m3/kg
- total loop volume, m3

- mass flow rate, kg/s
- quality
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z
Z

- elevation, m
- dimensionless elevation (z/H) or

(z/Az)
Az - centre line elevation difference
between cooler and heater, m

Greek Symbols

a

P
(^
<t>LO
e
pfg

Pr
T

CO

- void fraction
- thermal expansion coefficient, K

- dynamic viscosity, Ns/m2

- two-phase friction multiplier
- dimensionless temperature

- pG - PL, kg/m3

- reference density, kg/m3

- dimensionless time
- dimensionless mass flow rate

Subscripts

c
cl
e
eff
ex
G
h
hi
i
in
L
P
r
s
sat
sep
sp
tp

- cooler
- cold leg
- equivalent
- effective
- exit
- vapour
- heater
- hot leg
- ith segment
- inlet
- liquid
-pipe
- reference value
- secondary
- saturated
- separator
- single-phase
-two-phase
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